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Introduction

Chlorophenols (CPs) are extensively used in the produc-

tion of herbicides, dyes, wood protectors and plant

regulators. The wastewater coming from such industries

has a considerable and variable amount of CPs which is

highly toxic and poorly biodegradable as reported by

Czaplicka (2004). Due to their high toxicity and resistance

to degradation, CPs have been listed as priority pollutants

as per Proposition 65 by the Environmental Protection

Agency, USA (EPA, 2005) and as per WHO guidelines

(WHO, 1996) on CPs in drinking water.

CPs are widely distributed in the environment in different

forms such as dissociated, non-dissociated and adsorbed

on the suspended matters. Reported studies of Sithole

et al. (1986) and Czaplicka (2001), state that CPs are

present in reservoirs, surface water and in sediments. In

ambient air, CPs are present as a result of vapours coming

from the production related activities utilising chlorine,

combustion of wastes, coal and wood.  As per Berg (1990),

the effect on ambient air is directly related to the local

emission source. In soil, the presence of CPs is the result

of wastewater discharge from the chlorinated industries,

biodegradation of herbicides and pesticides. The

transportation of contaminants in soil was studied by

Knuutinen et al. (1990) which is affected by the pH of the

soil, nature of contaminant, solubility in water, evaporation

rates and biodegradation rates.

The catalytic hydrodechlorination (CHDC) has different

advantages over the oxidation process such as the selec-

tivity of different types of the catalysts, chemical reactors

and mild reaction conditions. It offers a possible unit

process having cost effectiveness in which chlorine is

converted to salt (chloride ion) and phenol into saturated

cyclic alcohol i.e., cyclohexanol (Vaidya and Mahajani,

2004). CHDC has a wide range of application in

chlorobenzene (Meshesha et al., 2009), both in gas

phase (Keane and Murzin, 2001) and multiphase mixture

(Murena and Giogia, 2004), chloroethylenes (Concibido

et al., 2005; Nishijima et al., 2004), chlorobiphenyls

(Gryglewicz et al., 2006), carbon tetrachloride (Gomez-

Sainero et al., 2002; 2000) and chloroethanes (Mori

et al., 2004). The precious metal Pd, Pt, and Rh exhibited*Author for correspondence; E-mail: asim_rehman@live.com
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the highest activity in the CHDC reaction with a wide

range of supported metals such as Pd/C, Pd/Al2O3 and

Rh/C (Yuan and Keane, 2003), Ru-Pd/TiO2 (Vaidya and

Mahajani, 2004), Pd/Mg(Al)O (Meshesha et al., 2009),

Pd, Pt, Rh/Al2O3 (Diaz et al., 2008), Pd/SiO2 (Jujjuri

et al., 2009), Pd/Fe (Graham et al., 2005) and Pd/ activated

carbon (Xia et al., 2009; Da-Silva et al., 2007; Calvo

et al., 2004).

The co-current downflow contactor reactor (CDCR)

was initially used for the hydrogenation of Iatonic

acid by Lu et al. (1996) and 2-butyne 1,4-diol by

Winterbottom et al. (2003). The reactor exhibited

excellent gas liquid mass transfer characteristics as a

slurry reactor with the following characteristics i.e.,

high gas holdup, high mass transfer efficiencies,

improved selectivity and process intensive. During the

evaluation of mass transfer characteristics of CDCR in

a fermentation broth (Dursun et al., 1999), the result

indicates that KLa and gas holdup increases with

increasing liquid and gas flow rate and is suitable for

biotechnological processes. Due to significant advantages

over conventional bubble column reactor, the CDCR

was used in the photocatalytic oxidation reactions of

chlorophenols by Ochuma and Fishwick (2007a) and

Ochuma and Osibo (2007b). The results indicate that

inherit characteristics of CDCR resulted in complete

demineralisation in the short reaction time.

The objective of this study was to carry out CHDC

reaction of 2,4-DCP in CDCR in the presence of Pd/C

catalyst under mild reaction conditions. It is the

first time that CDCR was used for CHDC reaction

studies.

Materials and Methods

Materials. Pd/C catalyst 5% was purchased from GFS

chemicals and used without further treatment. In all the

experiments 2,4-DCP (purity>99%) of Alfa Aesar, 2-CP

(purity>98%) of Fluka and following chemicals of

Merck 4-CP (purity>98%), cyclohexanol (purity>98%),

cyclohexanone (purity>98%), phenol (purity>99%) and

sodium hydroxide (purity 99-100%) were used. For

preparation of solutions during the experimentation,

deionised water was used and hydrogen and nitrogen gases

having 99.99% purity were used in experimentations.

Hydrodechlorination reactor (CDCR). All experi-

ments were carried out in the CDCR and schematic

diagram of reactor is represented in Fig. 1. In the CDCR

hydrogen gas and reaction mixture (2,4-DCP, 5% Pd/C

catalyst & NaOH) were introduced at the top of a fully

flooded column co-currently through an orifice having

diameter 0.5 mm. As a result, in the upper section of the

fully flooded column, vigorous gas-liquid dispersion was

formed by the high velocity liquid jet which prevents the

formation of gas pockets at the top section. During the

whole reaction, the gas bubble rise velocity was at higher

side with reference to the down flow liquid velocity in

the CDCR which prevents, at the bottom, the entrainment

of gas bubbles. Due to this, nearly uniform sized bubble

dispersion was formed throughout the column. At the

bottom of the CDCR and throughout the dispersion, the

coalescence occurd producing larger bubbles to rise up

which were smashed up by the incoming high velocity

inlet liquid stream having the fresh inlet gas which then

impulsively merged in the inlet region to give the

distinctive and uniform bubble size. The total volume of

the system was 6 L with QVF glass column having dia

0.0381 m and length 2.43 m. The flow rate of liquid was

1.8 L/min, whereas the flow of H2 gas was kept constant

in all the experiments.

Product analysis. The concentration of 2,4-DCP and reaction

products was determined by gas chromatograph having

model VARIAN CP 3800 in flame ionisation detector mode

and VF-5ms column (30 m in length, 0.25 mm film thickness

and Ø 0.25 mm). The temperature of column was

programmed from  60 °C to 110 °C (2 min held) at the

rate of 5 °C/min
 
and then to 220 °C (3 min held) at a rate

of 10 °C/min. Nitrogen gas was used as a carrier gas having

flow rate of 1.4 mL/min under pressure of 8.5 psi. The

injector and detector temperature was set at 250 °C. The

identification of components of product mixture was carried

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for CHDC reaction in

CDCR.
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out by comparing the retention times of the solutes with

standard chemicals and also with the help of co-injection

technique.

Results and Discussion

In order to establish optimum conditions for CHDC of

2,4-DCP, the effect of pressure, temperature of the reaction

media, the effect of catalyst loading and initial concentration

of 2,4-DCP was investigated.

Effect of pressure. The effect of pressure was investi-

gated by applying different pressures in CDCR. The effect

of pressure was studied by using 489 mg/L of  2,4-DCP,

0.3 g/L of 5% Pd/C at 25 °C with the dispersion height of

40 cm. At 1 bar pressure the hydrodechlorination of

2,4-DCP was achieved in 45 min with the 0.52% of cyclo-

hexanone and 99.48% of phenol. With the increase of

pressure (at 2 bar) the conversion was very rapid as shown

in Fig. 2(a-b) that, after 10 min, 2,4-DCP was totally

hydrodechlorinated with the 4.46% of cyclohexanone and

95.54% of phenol. Identical results were reported by Calvo

et al. (2004) conforming that the CHDC reaction can be

carried out under mild pressure (2.4-3 bar) in fixed bed

reactor however for CDCR the optimum pressure range

is 1-2 bar. The increase in pressure resulted in high activity

of the reaction and the reaction completed in the shortest

time (~ 10 min) as the solubility increases the rate of

reaction increases.

Effect of temperature. The reaction was carried out at

25 °C, 35 °C and 45 °C by using initial concentration of

2,4-DCP as 489 mg/L, 0.3 g/L of 5% Pd/C, dispersion

height 40 cm and at 1 bar of pressure. At 25 °C the reaction

was completed within 30 min whereas the complete

conversion of 2,4-DCP was achieved within 20 min at

45 °C and 2.47% of cyclohexanone was produced as the

end product. The 2-CP and 4-CP were formed as the

intermediate products but after 60 min of reaction, phenol

and cyclohexanone were the end products as shown in

Fig. 3(a-c). With the increase in temperature the conversion

of 2,4-DCP improved, similar results were reported by

Calvo et al. (2004).

The influence of temperature on the rate constant of a

reaction is represented by the original equation of Arrhenius

k = Aexp          . The parameter of this relation activation

energy (Ea) and pre exponent frequency factor (A) will be

calculated using the linear regression analysis and applying

the results presented in Fig. 4 (graph of 1/T along x-axis

and ln-k along Y-axis) and the calculated activation energy

is 43 KJ/mol indicating that the reaction occurred under

surface reaction rate controlled conditions with negligible

resistance to mass transfer as described by Satterfield

(1970) and it is in accordance with the energy of activation

for 2,4-DCP over Pd/C calculated by Yuan and Keane

(2003).

Effect of catalyst loading. The change/variation in

catalyst loading was carried out to investigate the

optimum value for the treatment of 2,4-DCP. The

experiments were carried out at different amounts of

catalyst loading under the reaction conditions i.e., initial

concentration of 2,4-DCP was 489 mg/L, 5% Pd/C,

25 °C and at 1 bar. As per result (Fig. 5), the increase

in catalyst loading results in increased removal of

2,4-DCP. The top sketch of Fig. 6(a-c) depicts that 2-

CP and 4-CP were intermediate products but the ultimate

conversion was predominantly phenol with minor

Fig. 2(a-b). The effect of pressure on the CHDC

of 2,4-DCP.
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amount of cyclohexanone. As reported by Yuan and

Keane (2003) the cyclohexanone was formed over Pd/C

catalyst on the completion of hydrodechlorination after

phenol with the 2-CP as the only intermediate product.

However, in the present study, both 2-CP and 4-CP

were formed as the intermediate products but end

products were only phenol and cyclohexanone.

Effect of initial concentration. The influence of initial

concentration of 2, 4-DCP on hydrodechlorination

was studied with 5% Pd/C catalyst loading at 25 °C

under atmospheric pressure and at dispersion height

of 40 cm. Figure 6(a-c) shows the effect of initial

concentration on the catalytic hydrodechlorination of

2,4-DCP. With the increase in the initial concentration

of 2, 4-DCP the time required for CHDC reaction was
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Fig. 4. Arrhenius plot of the rate constant measured

in the range 298-318 K.

Fig. 5. The effect of catalyst loading on CHDC of

2,4-DCP at 25 °C.
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also increased. More cyclohexanone was produced

when 978 mg/L  of 2, 4-DCP was used and in case of

1467 mg/L of 2,4-DCP, more phenol was produced in

the end products.

Conclusion

The goal of this research was to develop optimum reaction

parameters for the CHDC of 2, 4-DCP and suitability of

CDCR as an efficient reactor technology. It was shown

that 2, 4-DCP was almost completely hydrodechlorinated

predominantly to phenol and fractions of this phenol was

further hydrogenated to cyclohexanone at 25 °C under

1 atmospheric pressure in water with 5 % Pd/C catalyst

loading with respect to reactant. The results indicate that

the application of CDCR reactor in the CHDC is the

promising and efficient technique for pollution abatement.

The inherent characteristics of CDCR facilitates the reaction

and in batch reactors offers less time to degrade the 2, 4-

DCP. The calculated activation energy is 43 KJ/mol which

indicates surface reaction rate controlled exhibiting efficient

mass transfer in CDCR.
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